The Wiener index has been studied for simply generated random trees, non-plane unlabeled random trees and a huge subclass of random grid trees containing random binary search trees, random medianof-(2k + 1) search trees, random m-ary search trees, random quadtrees, random simplex trees, etc. An important class of random trees for which the Wiener index was not studied so far are random digital trees. In this work, we close this gap. More precisely, we derive asymptotic expansions of moments of the Wiener index and show that a central limit law for the Wiener index holds. These results are obtained for digital search trees and bucket versions as well as tries and PATRICIA tries. Our findings answer in affirmative two questions posed by Neininger.
Introduction and Results
Topological indices of molecular graphs are of great importance in combinatorial chemistry and many papers have been dedicated to them. One of the most well-known indices is the so-called Wiener index which is defined as the sum of distances of all unordered pairs of nodes of a graph. This index was proposed by Wiener in [50] in order to investigate the boiling point of alkanes. It has been intensively studied, in particular for trees since trees arise as molecular graphs of acyclic organic molecules; see the survey paper of Dobrynin, Entringer and Gutman [8] for many results and references.
Here, we are interested in the Wiener index of random trees. The first class of random trees for which the Wiener index was studied were simple generated random trees. In [10] , Entringer, Meir, Moon and Székely showed that the mean of the Wiener index in a simple generated random tree of size n is of order n 5/2 . The mean for families of random trees more relevant in chemistry has been investigated by Dobrynin and Gutman in [9] and Wagner in [47] , [48] .
As for deeper stochastic properties, Neininger in [37] was the first who considered variance and limit laws. More precisely, he showed for random binary search trees and random recursive trees that the mean of the Wiener index is of order n 2 log n and the variance is of order n 4 . Moreover, he also proved a bivariate limit law of the Wiener index and the total path length (which is defined as the sum of distances of all nodes to the root). Janson in [24] then carried out a similar study for simple generated random trees whose Wiener index has variance of order n 5 and again satisfies a bivariate limit law with the total path length (however, the limiting distribution is quite different from the one found by Neininger for random binary search trees and random recursive trees). The same results were very recently also proved to hold for non-plane unlabeled trees by Wagner [49] (he considered both the rooted and unrooted case).
Finally, also very recently, Munsonius in [34] extended the above results of Neininger to the class of random split trees which was introduced by Devroye in [5] . The class of split trees is a very large class of random trees containing many important types of random trees as special cases, e.g., binary search trees, m-ary search trees, median-of-(2k + 1) search trees, quadtrees, simplex trees, digital trees, etc. Munsonius proved in [34] that for a huge subclass of the class of random split trees, the variance of the Wiener index has order n 4 and a bivariate limit law with the total path length holds. The subclass he considered includes most of the classes of random trees mentioned above but not the important class of digital trees. It is the purpose of this work to fill this gap. Moreover, our work will answer two questions of Neininger from [37] in affirmative who asked whether or not periodic oscillations are present in the moments of the Wiener index for digital trees and whether or not the Wiener index is asymptotically normal distributed.
Before recalling the definition of digital trees and discussing our results in more details, we want to mention that apart from limit laws, results about tail probabilities of the distribution of the Wiener index have been proved as well; see Janson and Chassaing [25] , Ali Khan and Neininger [3] , Fill and Janson [11] and Munsonius [35] . Moreover, a quantity which is closely related to the Wiener index is the distance of two random nodes in a graph which was also extensively studied for many classes of random trees (including digital trees); see Meir and Moon [33] , Dobrow [7] , Mahmoud and Neininger [32] , Devroye and Neininger [6] , Panholzer [41] , Panholzer and Prodinger [42] , Christophi and Mahmoud [4] , Aguech, Lasmar and Mahmoud [1] , [2] and Munsonius and Rüschendorf [36] . Now, we turn to digital trees which are fundamental data structures in computer science; see for instance the textbooks of Mahmoud [31] or Szpankowski [46] . They are built from data whose keys are infinite 0-1 strings. We equip them with the so-called Bernoulli model which assumes that every bit is independent and has a Bernoulli distribution with the probability of 0 being p. For the sake of simplicity, we consider in this paper only the unbiased Bernoulli model for which p = 1/2. The resulting random trees are called symmetric random digital trees.
One important subclass of digital trees are digital search trees. Here, the tree is constructed as follows. The first key is placed in the root. Then, all other keys are distributed to the left or right subtree according to whether their first bit is 0 or 1, respectively. Finally, the first bit of every key is removed and the subtrees are constructed recursively using the same principle; see Figure 1 . Digital search trees, although less important from a practical point of view, are the mathematically most challenging class of digital trees; see the paper of Hwang, Fuchs and Zacharovas [18] and references therein. We will discuss results for the Wiener index and give detailed proofs for this class first. Then, in Section 3 we will briefly discuss similar results for variants of digital search trees, namely, bucket digital search trees, tries and PATRICIA tries (the definitions of these classes of digital trees will be postponed to this section). Now, fix a random digital search tree of size n and denote by T n its total path length and by W n its Wiener index. Then, we have the following result for first and second moments. Theorem 1. We have for the mean of the total path length and the Wiener index of digital search trees,
where P 1 (z) is a one-periodic function given in Remark 1 below. Moreover, variances and covariances of the total path length and the Wiener index of digital search trees are given by
where P 2 (z) is again a one-periodic function given in Remark 2 below.
Remark 1. The result for the mean of the total path length is not new and was obtained first by Knuth in [29] ; see also Flajolet and Sedgewick [14] . The periodic function is given by
where γ is Euler's constant and χ k = 2kπi/ log 2. Note that the result for the mean of the Wiener index is also not new since it can be derived from the result in [1] .
Finally, we want to remark that with our method of proof it is straightforward to compute longer asymptotic expansions. Remark 2. Similar to the mean, the result about the variance of the total path length is also not new; see Kirschenhofer, Prodinger and Szpankowski [28] . In [18] the following explicit expression was given for the periodic function
where
Here,
Moreover, it was proved in [28] that P 2 (log 2 n) > 0 for all n; see also Hubalek, Hwang, Lew, Mahmoud and Prodinger [17] for a more elementary proof of this fact.
As for the covariance between total path length and Wiener index and the variance of the Wiener index, these results are new. In particular, note that the variance is of order n 3 which is different from the order obtained for other random split trees; see [34] . This is actually not surprising since it is well-known that random digital search trees are "less random" than other random split trees.
Again it is straightforward to obtain more terms in the asymptotic expansion.
As a corollary of Theorem 1, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 1.
For the correlation coefficient of the total path length and the Wiener index of digital search trees, denoted by ρ(T n , W n ), we obtain lim n→∞ ρ(T n , W n ) = 1.
This will allow us to prove the following result.
Theorem 2. We have,
where X is a standard normal distributed random variable and d −→ denotes weak convergence.
Remark 3. Again the central limit theorem for the total path length is not new; see Jacquet and Szpankowski [22] and the discussion in Section 5 in [18] . In fact, our result will follow from Jacquet and Szpankowski's result and Corollary 1. Next, we give a brief description of the method we will use in order to prove our results. First, note that from the definition of the total path length and the Wiener index, we immediately get the following distributional recurrences: for n ≥ 0, we have
where B n = Binomial(n, 1/2), (T * n , W * n ) denotes an independent copy of (T n , W n ), and (T n , W n ) and (B n ) are independent. Also, note that initial conditions are given by
This system of distributional recurrences will be the starting point of our analysis. In order to obtain the moments, we will use the Poisson-Laplace-Mellin method from [18] which was a refinement of a previous approach which used only two ingredients, namely, analytic depoissonization and Mellin transform; see Jacquet and Szpankowski [23] for the former and Flajolet, Gourdon and Dumas [13] for the latter. We will give a brief review of this method at the beginning of the next section. Another key ingredient of our proof is the use of poissonized variances and covariances which will be also explained in the next section (this was also one of the key contributions in [18] ).
It is interesting to point out that Schachinger in [45] studied a general distributional recurrence which is very similar to the two recurrences above. More precisely, he investigated the distributional recurrence
where notation is as above and T n is a general random variable called toll function (this recurrence is actually the same as encountered in the analysis of shape parameters in tries which behave similar to digital search trees; see our results in Section 3). For the case T n = n α , α > 0, he proved that the limit law is normal if and only if α ≤ 3/2. In view of this result, it might come as a surprise that the Wiener index is asymptotically normal distributed since the toll sequence in (2) should be roughly of order n 2 . However, note that in Schachinger's result T n is deterministic and hence independent of X n whereas in our situation we have strong dependence.
We conclude the introduction with a sketch of the paper. In the next section, we will recall the PoissonLaplace-Mellin method from [18] and use it to prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. In Section 3, we will look at variants of digital search trees and state similar results for the Wiener index for these variants. Proofs are also similar to the digital search tree case and consequently we will not give details. However, we will list necessary differential-functional equations (or functional equations in the cases of tries and PATRICIA tries) for the proofs in an appendix. Finally, in Section 4, we will give some concluding remarks.
Wiener Index for Digital Search Trees
Here, we will prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 from the last section. We will start with the result on the moments. As explained in the introduction, we will use our method from [18] . Note that we analyzed the total path length already in [18] . In fact, we will heavily use results from this analysis in our derivation below (for the relevant results see Section 2.5 and Section 2.6 in [18] ).
As promised in the introduction, we will first recall the Poisson-Laplace-Mellin method from [18] ; see Figure 7 in [18] for a flowchart depicting the method and a comparison with a closely related approach of Flajolet and Richmond [12] . The method consists of the following steps.
-We first use Poisson-generating functions of mean and second moments, where the Poisson-generating function of a sequence f n is given byf
All Poisson-generating functions satisfy a differential-functional equation of the form
wheret(z) is a suitable function.
-Next, we carefully define "poissonized" variances and covariances. This was also one of the crucial steps in the analysis of [18] (see the explanation in the introduction of [18] ). Poissonized variances and covariances also satisfy a differential-functional equation of type (3).
-The next task is to asymptotically solve (3). Therefore, we first apply Laplace transform to (3) to get rid of the differential operator. This yields the following functional equation
Dividing the functional equation from the previous step by Q(−2s) yields the slightly simplified functional equationL
-An asymptotic expansion ofL [f (z); s] as s → 0 is derived by a standard application of the Mellin transform; see [13] .
-Inverse Laplace transform then yields an asymptotic expansion off (z) as z → ∞.
-Finally, depoissonization is used in order to get an asymptotic expansion of f n from that off (z); see [22] and Section 2.3 in [18] . Now, we will start with our analysis. Therefore, set
Then, from (1), (2) and a straightforward computation, one obtains
Then, again from (1), (2) with a slightly more involved computation,
Next, we define poissonized variances and covariances. In our context, it turns out that a good choice is given byṼ
The reason of why defining them in this way will become clear in the depoissonization step; see also the detailed description in the introduction of [18] . Using the above differential-functional equations, a long computation (which can be done with Maple) gives the following differential-functional equation for
withṼ (0) =C(0) =W (0) = 0.
We will now apply the above approach to these differential-functional equations. We will start with the mean value.
Mean Value of Wiener Index. We will start from (4). According to the above method, we first apply Laplace transform which yields
Next, dividing by Q(−2s) and settinḡ
.
Observe that
Moreover, logarithmic differentiation yields
whose Maclaurin series is given by
. Plugging (9) into (8) and (8) in turn into (7) gives
The next step is to apply Mellin transform. Therefore, note that from [18] , we know that
uniformly for s with | arg(s)| ≤ π − , where b > 0 is an arbitrary large constant. Moreover, again from [18] , for Q(−2s) (and consequently also forĀ(s)), we have the bounds
again uniformly for s with | arg(s)| ≤ π − , where b > 0 is an arbitrary large constant. As a consequence of this and Ritt's theorem (see Chapter 1, Section 4.3 in Olver [40] ), the Mellin transform of
which we denote by S 0,1 (ω), exists for (ω) > 3 and the Mellin transform of
which we denote by T 0,1 (ω), exists for (ω) > 1. Moreover, by Proposition 5 in [13] , we have, as
for all c ∈ R contained in the fundamental strip. In fact, using the expression for the Mellin transform for
, we obtain for S 0,1 (ω) the expression
Note that from this, it follows that (12) holds for all c ∈ R. Finally, by applying Mellin transform to (10)
From this and the above explicit expression for S 0,1 (ω), we obtain by inverse Mellin transform
where c = k≥1 1/(2 k − 1), χ k was defined in Remark 1 in Section 1 and the above asymptotic expansion holds uniformly as s → 0 with | arg(s)| ≤ π − . Moreover, due to (11), the same asymptotic expansion holds for L [f 1,0 (z); s] as well.
Next, we apply inverse Laplace transform. More precisely, we use Proposition 2.6 in [18] which we first recall since there is a small mistake in [18] (the proof, however, is correct).
Proposition 1 (Hwang, Fuchs, Zacharovas; [18] ). Letf (z) be a function whose Laplace transform exists and is analytic in
uniformly as z → ∞ with | arg(z)| ≤ π/2 − , where P 1 (z) was introduced in Remark 1. The final step is depoissonization which is done by using the tools from Section 2.3 in [18] . From the closure properties proved in this section (see Lemma 2.3) and Proposition 2.4, we obtain thatf 0,1 (z) is JS-admissible. Hence,
0,1 (n) + lower order terms. Note that from (13) and Ritt's theorem, we obtain that the second term on the right-hand side above is of order O(n log n). Consequently, the above gives the claimed expansion for the mean.
Covariance of Total Path Length and Wiener Index. Here, we start from (5) and use the same method as for the mean. First, in [18] , we have proved that
uniformly as z → ∞ with | arg(z)| ≤ π/2 − . From this, (13) and Ritt's theorem, we obtain the bounds
uniformly for z with | arg(z)| ≤ π/2 − . Next, we apply Laplace transform to (5) and divide it by Q(−2s). Then, by similar manipulations as for the mean, we obtain
Before applying Mellin transform, we note that from [18] , we havē
uniformly for s with | arg(s)| ≤ π − , where b > 0 is an arbitrary large constant. Moreover, from (15) and (11), we obtainḡ
which we denote by S 1,1 (ω), exists for (ω) > 3 and the Mellin transform of
which we denote by T 1,1 (ω), exists for (ω) > 1. Also, both Mellin transforms satisfy a bound of the form (12) inside their fundamental strips. Moreover, in [18] , we showed that
where G 2 (ω) is analytic for (ω) > 0 and satisfies a bound of the form (12) in this half-plane. Consequently, by applying Mellin transform to (16) ,
From this by inverse Mellin transform
uniformly as s → 0 with | arg(s)| ≤ π − . For G 2 (ω), we showed in [18] the expressions given in Remark 2 in Section 1. Moreover, from (11), we get the same asymptotic for L [C(z); s]. Applying Proposition 1 yieldsC
uniformly as z → ∞ and | arg(z)| ≤ π/2 − , where P 2 (z) is given in Remark 2 in Section 1. The final step is depoissonization. Therefore, observe that by the results in Section 2.2 in [18] , f 1,0 (z),f 0,1 (z) andf 1,1 (z) are all JS-admissible. Hence,
Note that due to Ritt's theorem, the second term on the right hand side is O(n) and the third term is O(n log n). Hence, our claimed result for the covariance is proved.
Variance of Wiener Index. Next, we turn to the variance of the Wiener index. We start from (6) which we rewrite asW
In [18] , we proved thatṼ (z) = zP 2 (log 2 z) + O (1) uniformly as z → ∞ with | arg(z)| ≤ π/2 − . From this, (17), (14), (13) and Ritt's theorem it follows thatg
uniformly for z with | arg(z)| ≤ π/2 − . Next, applying Laplace transform to the above differential-functional equation and dividing by Q(−2s) yields
Using the same manipulations as for mean and covariance
Moreover, observe that
,
This implies that
and plugging (21) and (20) into (19) yields
Before we apply Mellin transform, note that from (18) and (11) which we denote by S 0,2 (ω), exists for (ω) > 4. Both of these Mellin transforms satisfy a bound of the form (12) inside their fundamental strip. Moreover, observe that using the expressions from the analysis of the covariance, S 0,2 (ω) is given by
where G 2 (ω) is an analytic function for (ω) > 0, T 1,1 (ω) is an analytic function for (ω) > 1 and both satisfy a bound of the form (12) in their half-plane of analyticity. Overall, we obtain for the Mellin
From this, by applying inverse Mellin transform
uniformly as s → 0 with | arg(s)| ≤ π − . Moreover, due to (11), the same is also true for L [W (z); s]. Next, we apply Proposition 1 and obtaiñ
The final step is the depoissonization step where as above we use the results from Section 2.2 in [18] . By these results,f 0,2 (z) andf 0,1 (z) are both JS admissible. Consequently,
By Ritt's theorem, the second term on the right-hand side is O(n 2 ) and the third term is O(n 2 log 2 n). From this our result follows (the claimed error term in Theorem 1 is obtained by a slightly refined analysis which we leave as an exercise to the reader).
This concludes our proof of Theorem 1 and consequently also Corollary 1. We will use now the latter to give a proof of Theorem 2. As a second ingredient, we need the following central limit theorem for the total path length.
Theorem 3 (Jacquent and Szpankowski; [22] ). We have,
where X has a standard normal distribution.
Proof of Theorem 2. First set
Then, by the above result
where X has a standard normal distribution. Consequently,
Next, define
Note that
Hence, by Markov's inequality
Thus, Y n P −→ 0 and consequently (0, Y n ) P −→ (0, 0) (here, P −→ denotes convergence in probability). Using Slutsky's theorem (also called Cramér's theorem; see Theorem 11.4 in Gut [15] ) now implies
this proves our claim.
Wiener Index for Variants of Digital Search Trees
In this section, we are going to discuss similar results as in Section 1 for variants of digital search trees. Proofs of these results follow along the same lines (or are even easier since in some cases Laplace transform is not needed) and will not be given; for details see the Ph.D. thesis of the second author [30] . For the reader's convenience, we will list the (differential-)functional equations for poissonized mean, variances and covariances which are crucial to the proofs in the appendix. Our results can be deduced from them with a similar approach as used in Section 2. We start by defining the variants of digital search trees we want to investigate. The first variant are bucket digital search trees where every node can hold up to b ≥ 2 keys with all internal nodes (non-leave nodes) holding exactly b keys; for an example see Figure 2 . Bucket digital search trees were discussed in many papers; see [18] and references therein. Note that there are two types of total path length in bucket digital trees: the sum of distances of all keys to the root and the sum of distances of all nodes to the root; the former is called key-wise path length and the latter node-wise path length (see [18] for more details). Accordingly, we also have a key-wise Wiener index and a node-wise Wiener index. Results for both Wiener indices in random bucket digital search trees will be presented below. Another variant of digital search trees are tries (from the word data retrieval) which are one of the most important data structures on words with numerous applications; see [31] , [46] and Park, Hwang, Nicodeme and Szpankowski [43] and references therein. For the reader's convenience, we recall the definition. As for digital search trees, start with a set of n data whose keys are infinity 0-1 strings. However, in contrast to digital search trees, a binary tree is built with keys only stored in the leaves. This is done as follows: whenever a new key is stored, we use it to search in the already existing trie until we encounter a leaf (which already contains a key). Then, the leaf is replaced by an internal node and the two keys are distributed to the two subtrees. If they go to the same subtree, then this procedure is repeated until both keys go to different subtrees where they are stored as leaves; see Figure 3 for an example. Note that the number of leaves is n whereas the number of internal nodes is random. Hence, there are again two different types of Wiener indices, namely, the external Wiener index which only uses external nodes and the internal Wiener index where internal nodes are used. Again both of these Wiener indices will be discussed below.
As a final variant of digital search trees, we consider PATRICIA tries; see [46] . The construction principle of PATRICIA tries is similar as for tries with the only difference that one-way branching is suppressed (or in other words, first a trie is build from the data and then all nodes with only one subtree are deleted); again see Figure 3 for an example. Here, the number of internal nodes is not random and hence there is only one Wiener index (which in our case will use the external nodes). As in Section 1, we will denote by T n the total path length (either key-wise or node-wise or external or internal depending on the context) and by W n the Wiener index (again either key-wise or node-wise or external or internal). Moreover, for the node-wise Wiener index and the internal Wiener index, we also need the number of nodes (internal in case of the internal Wiener index) which will be denoted by N n .
Key-wise Wiener Index of Bucket Digital Search Trees. Here, we have the following distributional recurrences for T n and W n : for n ≥ 0,
where notation is as in Section 1 and initial conditions are given by
From these recurrences, we obtain the following results for mean and variance.
Theorem 4. We have for the mean of the key-wise path length and key-wise Wiener index of bucket digital search trees,
where P 1 (z) is a one-periodic function given in the remark below. Moreover, variances and covariances of the key-wise path length and key-wise Wiener index of bucket digital search trees are given by
where P 2 (z) is again a one-periodic function given in the remark below.
Remark 4. The result for the mean and variance of the key-wise path length were first obtained by Hubalek in [16] . In [18] , we gave the following expressions for the periodic functions
and
andf 1,0 (z) denotes the Poisson generating function of E(T n ).
Note that the result for the mean of the Wiener index also follows from [4] .
Moreover, we have the following bivariate central limit theorem.
Theorem 5. We have,
Remark 5. The central limit theorem for the key-wise path length was first proved in [17] .
Node-wise Wiener Index of Bucket Digital Search Trees. Here, the distributional recurrences for N n , T n and W n are given by: for n ≥ 0,
where B n is as in Section 1, (N * n , T * n , W * n ) denotes an independent copy of (N n , T n , W n ) and (N n , T n , W n ) is independent of (B n ). Initial conditions are given by
From this, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 6. We have for the mean of the number of nodes, node-wise path length and node-wise Wiener index of bucket digital search trees,
where P 1 (z) is a one-periodic function given in the remark below. Moreover, variances and covariances of the number of nodes, node-wise path length and node-wise Wiener index of bucket digital search trees are given by
Remark 6. The results for the number of nodes were first proved in [17] . Moreover, the results were reproved in [18] where in addition we also proved the results for the node-wise path length and gave the following expressions for P 1 (z) and P 2 (z)
Theorem 6 yields the following trivariate central limit theorem.
Theorem 7.
We have,
Remark 7. The central limit theorem for the number of nodes was first proved in [17] . Also note that we posed the problem of proving a bivariate central limit law of number of nodes and node-wise path length in Section 5 of [18] .
External Wiener Index of Tries. Here, the distributional recurrences for T n and W n are as follows: for n ≥ 2,
From this, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 8. We have for the mean of external path length and external Wiener index of tries,
where P 1 (z) is a one-periodic function given in the remark below. Moreover, variances and covariances of the external path length and external Wiener index of tries are given by
Remark 8. The result about the mean of the total path length was first obtained in [29] . A detailed analysis of the variance of the total path length was first undertaken by Kirschenhofer, Prodinger and Szpankowski [26] (see also Jacquet and Régnier [20] for preliminary results). In Hwang, Fuchs and Zacharovas [19] , we obtained the following expressions for the periodic functions
Note that the result about the mean of the Wiener index also follows from [4] .
From the previous result, we again obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 9. We have,
Remark 9. The central limit theorem for the key-wise path length was first proved in [20] .
Internal Wiener Index of Tries. Here, the distributional recurrences for N n , T n and W n are as follows: for n ≥ 2,
where notation is as for the node-wise Wiener index and initial conditions are given by
Then, we have the following result for mean values, variances and covariances.
Theorem 10. We have for the mean of the number of internal nodes, internal path length and internal Wiener index of tries,
where P 1 (z) is a one-periodic function given in the remark below. Moreover, variances and covariances of the number of internal nodes, internal path length and internal Wiener index of tries are given by
Remark 10. The result for the mean of the number of internal nodes was first proved in [29] . The variance of the number of internal nodes was first derived by Régnier and Jacquet [44] (see also [20] , [21] ). In [19] , we gave the following expression for the periodic functions
The results for mean and variance of internal path length and covariance with the number of internal nodes are due to Nguyen-The [39] .
As before, we have a central limit theorem which now reads as follows.
Theorem 11. We have,
Remark 11. The central limit theorem for the number of internal nodes was first proved in [20] and [21] . The bivariate central limit theorem for the number of internal nodes and the internal path length was wrongly stated in [39] (the author of this work did not observe that the covariance matrix is singular leading to a wrong proof).
Wiener Index of PATRICIA tries. Here, we have for T n and W n : for n ≥ 2, Theorem 12. We have for the mean of the total path length and Wiener index of PATRICIA tries, E(T n ) = n log 2 n + nP 1 (log 2 n) + O(log n), E(W n ) = n 2 log 2 n + n 2 P 1 (log 2 n) − n 2 + O(n log n),
where P 1 (z) is a one-periodic function given in the remark below. Moreover, variances and covariances of the total path length and Wiener index of PATRICIA tries are given by Var(T n ) = nP 2 (log 2 n) + O(1), Cov(T n , W n ) = n 2 P 2 (log 2 n) + O(n log n),
Var(W n ) = n 3 P 2 (log 2 n) + O(n 2 log n),
Remark 12. The result for the mean of the external path length was first derived in [29] . The result for the variance of the total path length is due to Kirschenhofer, Prodinger and Szpankowski [27] . In [19] , we obtained the expressions for the period functions .
The latter result again implies the following bivariate central limit theorem.
Theorem 13. We have,
Remark 13. Up to our knowledge, this result was first obtained by Neininger and Rüschendorf in [38] .
Conclusion
In this paper we investigated the Wiener index which was previously studied for simple generated families of random trees, non-plane unlabeled random trees and a huge subclass of random grid trees. A notable family of random trees which was left open were random digital trees. It was the main purpose of this paper to fill this gap. We studied the Wiener index for various types of random digital trees, namely, random digital search trees, random bucket digital search trees, tries and PATRICIA tries and proved (i) that moments exhibit periodic fluctuations (a phenomena observed for many shape parameters of digital trees) and (ii) that the Wiener index (suitable centralized and normalized) is asymptotically normal distributed. Moreover, we also proved corresponding results for the node-wise Wiener index in random bucket digital search trees and the internal Wiener index in random tries. The node-wise Wiener index was mentioned as an open problem in [34] . We solved this problem here for random digital trees.
As for other open problems, the most straightforward question is how about the asymmetric case? In fact, similar results can be proved for this case as well (with periodic functions less explicit for digital search trees). We restricted ourselves to the symmetric case for the sake of simplicity. Results for the asymmetric case will be presented in the Ph.D. thesis of the second author [30] . 
